Patient-centered care requires that treatments respond to the problematic situation of each patient in a manner that makes intellectual, emotional, and practical sense, an achievement that requires shared decision making (SDM). To implement SDM in practice, toolsdsometimes called conversation aids or decision aidsdare prepared by collating, curating, and presenting high-quality, comprehensive, and up-to-date evidence. Yet, the literature offers limited guidance for how to make evidence support SDM. Herein, we describe our approach and the challenges encountered during the development of Anticoagulation Choice, a conversation aid to help patients with atrial fibrillation and their clinicians jointly consider the risk of thromboembolic stroke and decide whether and how to respond to this risk with anticoagulation. P atient-centered care requires that treatments respond to the problematic situation of each patient in a manner that makes intellectual, emotional, and practical sense. Its achievement, therefore, requires patients and clinicians to collaborate and draw from the best available research evidence, as well as from the experience and expertise of the patient and the clinician. This collaboration is often called shared decision making (SDM), 1-3 and health care policies increasingly call for its implementation in care. 4, 5 To implement SDM in practice, clinicians and patients must engage in unhurried, empathic, and productive conversations within which they clarify what is the matter and how best to respond. In determining the best response, they should uncover the relevant alternatives and draw from the results of clinical care research to understand their relative merits in responding to the patient's situation.
P atient-centered care requires that treatments respond to the problematic situation of each patient in a manner that makes intellectual, emotional, and practical sense. Its achievement, therefore, requires patients and clinicians to collaborate and draw from the best available research evidence, as well as from the experience and expertise of the patient and the clinician. This collaboration is often called shared decision making (SDM), 1-3 and health care policies increasingly call for its implementation in care. 4, 5 To implement SDM in practice, clinicians and patients must engage in unhurried, empathic, and productive conversations within which they clarify what is the matter and how best to respond. In determining the best response, they should uncover the relevant alternatives and draw from the results of clinical care research to understand their relative merits in responding to the patient's situation.
To assist with this requirement, promoters of SDM have developed tools, sometimes called conversation aids or decision aids, 6, 7 that, among other roles, should present a collation and curation of high-quality, comprehensive, and up-to-date evidence. 8 The literature offers limited guidance for evidence curation to support SDM. Herein, we describe our approach to and the challenges we encountered when compiling, curating, and operationalizing evidence during the development of Anticoagulation Choice. This is a conversation aid to help patients and clinicians jointly consider the risk of thromboembolic stroke associated with atrial fibrillation (AF) and decide whether and how to respond to this risk with anticoagulation treatment. In focusing this account, we have mostly omitted issues of evidence appraisal, which are already well developed in the literature. 8 We instead focus on how we "processed" evidence and present it in a conversation aid to make evidence support SDM.
ANTICOAGULATION FOR STROKE PREVENTION IN AF: A CALL FOR SDM
Atrial fibrillation is the most common cardiac arrhythmia, affecting approximately 5 million Americans and accounting for approximately US $26 billion per year in health care costs. 9, 10 Atrial fibrillation is associated with a 5-fold increase in the risk of stroke, 4, 11 and these strokes are often more severe and more often fatal than strokes not associated with AF. 11 Across a wide spectrum of individual risk, anticoagulation effectively reduces the risk of stroke on average by approximately 65%. 12 Several tools to facilitate SDM in AF have been developed, 7, 13, 14 but most have not been rigorously evaluated, omit newer anticoagulation options, or present outdated data. 13 In addition, most fail to directly support the discussion of practical ways in which anticoagulation affects matters important to patients, such as leisure activities, diet, travel, and out-of-pocket costs. [14] [15] [16] [17] To address these limitations and support SDM conversations between clinicians and their at-risk patients with AF considering anticoagulation therapy, we developed a new conversation aid, Anticoagulation Choice.
DEVELOPING A CONVERSATION AID
To develop Anticoagulation Choice we followed a human-centered design approach ( Figure) . 18 After convening a multidisciplinary team composed of patients, clinicians, research designers, and health care researchers, we sought to capture how clinicians and patients work through anticoagulation decisions in practice. For this, our team directly observed (by video recording visits or by joining those visits in person) primary and specialty clinical encounters in which decisions about anticoagulation in AF were expected to take place. Observations proceeded until we no longer generated new insights, a point arrived at after observing 16 encounters with 11 clinicians, with most discussions following a similar path regardless of setting. We also looked for the resources (eg, online stroke and bleed risk calculators) and questions that patients and clinicians drew on, the concerns stated and implied that drove deliberation, if and how an eventual decision developed in a coherent manner, and any change in the quality of care or interpersonal interactions as patients and clinicians worked together.
Based on encounter observations and team insights, we generated a list of necessary data to support the conversation about anticoagulation in patients with AF, ie, to characterize (1) the situation of the patient as being at risk for thromboembolic strokes and (2) the alternatives to mitigate this threat. We gathered evidence about each of these issues, seeking reliable and current systematic reviews and, in their absence, individual studies, favoring those judged as being most protected from bias. 8 We sought prognostic evidence estimating baseline untreated risks of stroke and bleeding, randomized trials comparing the effect of warfarin and direct oral anticoagulants (DOACs) on the risks of stroke and bleeding, and population-based and large clinical and administrative database observational studies estimating their effect on outcome rates at time horizons beyond the duration of efficacy trials. In this process, we identified several challenges, including lack of direct comparative effectiveness evidence for the various anticoagulants, varying time horizons, and the complexities of estimating individual out-of-pocket medication costs.
BEYOND TRADE-OFFS
The classic medical formulation of the problem of anticoagulation is to set the benefits of stroke prevention against the harms of bleeding promotion. 19, 20 This leads to a tendency to compare or trade off strokes and bleeds, 19, [21] [22] [23] or to ask the question of how many bleeds are acceptable in exchange for avoiding a stroke. 24, 25 Although this formulation follows the decision analytic logic of utility maximization, in practice we found direct comparison of strokes and bleeds to be inadequate in determining what to do as the practical and emotional implications of living with a risk of stroke or bleeds exceed the issues of utility. For example, one patient in talking with his cardiologist observed, "I'd rather be in a room with a lion than a snake." He explained that mitigating the risk of a stroke coming out of the blue (the snake) was of greater concern than mitigating the risk of bleeding (the lion), mostly because he could "keep an eye on the lion and do something about it." In conversations we frequently observed the issue of bleeding addressed alongside a variety of other practical issues, eg, dietary constraints, periodic monitoring requirements, and interactions between anticoagulation and hobbies, travel, and recreation, that also bear on the decision to anticoagulate. In these conversations, achieving stroke prevention was central, and bleeding appeared as an adverse effect of therapy to consider and, when possible, mitigate.
EVIDENCE CHALLENGES

Stroke Risk
To calculate stroke risk, we used the CHA 2 DS 2 -VASc score (Table 1) . 26 To estimate the risk of stroke without treatment based on this score we used data from a large observational cohort of patients with AF (Table 2) . 27 We then multiplied this estimate by the relative risk of stroke for each antithrombotic treatment option and presented the average result as the annual benefit of treatment. Compared with no treatment, warfarin 
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decreased the risk of stroke by 64%, 28 and DOACs reduced stroke events (combined thromboembolic and hemorrhagic) by 19% compared with warfarin. 29 When converted to absolute risk reductions, these differences turn out to be small across the range of usual patient stroke risks. For instance, for an individual with a CHADS-VASc score of 2, the anticipated 1-year stroke risk without treatment would be approximately 2.5%. Anticoagulation would be expected to reduce this risk to 1.6% with warfarin and to 1.3% with DOACs (as a class). Furthermore, there are even smaller differences between the anticipated risk reductions associated with each of the DOACs. Thus, for the purpose of the Anticoagulation Choice conversation aid, we decided to make no distinction between the reduction in risk of thromboembolic stroke with warfarin and with DOACs.
Stroke Severity
Strokes associated with AF are associated, on average, with more subsequent disability and mortality than strokes in patients without AF. 11, 30, 31 The National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale is a widely used scale to assess baseline stroke severity and to predict outcomes. 32 Severe stroke is associated with an increased risk of death and disability, with prolonged hospital stays and delayed recovery and improvement. [32] [33] [34] To determine the proportion of patients presenting with moderate or severe stroke, we used the data from Xian et al, 30 which considered patients with a National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale score of 16 or greater (a score of 42 indicates the maximum stroke severity) as having a moderate or severe stroke. According to this study, 27% (95% CI, 27%-28%) of patients not receiving anticoagulation had moderate or severe strokes compared with 16% (95% CI, 15%-17%) of those receiving warfarin and 18% (95% CI, 17%-18%) of patients taking DOACs (P<.001). Similarly, patients without anticoagulation had higher (P<.001) unadjusted in-hospital mortality (9.3%; 95% CI, 8.9%-9.6%) compared with patients taking warfarin (6.4%; 95% CI, 5.8%-7.0%) or DOACs (6.3%; 95% CI, 5.7%-6.8%). These 2 outcomes (moderate/severe stroke and inhospital mortality) were combined to indicate how many patients (of 100) should expect fatal or highly disabling strokes without and with anticoagulation with warfarin or DOACs.
Class Effects
Four DOACs are available in the United States to prevent strokes in patients with AF. These agents demand less frequent monitoring and fewer diet restrictions than warfarin. Randomized trials have generally demonstrated similar efficacy and improved safety (fewer intracranial bleeds) compared with warfarin. [35] [36] [37] [38] To date, however, no randomized trials have compared DOACs with 39 Users that choose to explore deeper layers of the tool can review the factors that contribute to the HAS-BLED calculation and their potential mitigation. Finally, if a quantification seems necessary, users can review whether the HAS-BLED estimation for the patient is at, above, or below average and an ordered icon array shows this estimation in the same time frame used to present stroke risk. Our field testing showed that this approach supports conversations across a range of preferences for information and positions bleeding as another consideration in determining how to respond to the threat of thromboembolic strokes.
Estimating Bleeding Risk
Major bleeding describes loss of blood that is either fatal or life-threatening and requiring emergency treatment and hospital admission. To determine and predict major bleeding, we used the HAS-BLED scoring system (Table 3) . 22, 40 In the cohorts we examined, however, the bleeding estimates that HAS-BLED produced directly did not differ between patients using anticoagulants and those not anticoagulated. Therefore, we took an indirect approach. To determine a patient's baseline annual risk of major bleeding for each HAS-BLED category, we used the following formula:
where RR indicates relative risk. Data for the numerator were drawn from a large US administrative claims database (Table 4) , 41 which Abnormal kidney function is indicated by the need for long-term dialysis, renal transplant, or serum creatinine level of at least 2.3 mg/dL (to convert to mmol/L, multiply by 88.4). c Abnormal liver function is indicated by chronic hepatic disease, such as cirrhosis, or biochemical evidence of impairment, such as bilirubin level greater than 2Â the upper limit of normal in association with aspartate aminotransferase/alanine aminotransferase/alkaline phosphatase levels greater than 3Â the upper limit of normal. 
Annual baseline risk of bleeding ¼
Annual risk of bleeding with DOACs RR of bleeding with warfarin Ã RR of bleeding with DOACs uses codes and algorithms to define baseline comorbidities and outcomes such as major bleeding. 42 These algorithms are commonly used and have demonstrated good performance in several validation studies. [43] [44] [45] Data for the denominator came from a meta-analysis by Ruff et al 29 in which DOACs were associated with a 14% lower risk of major bleeding compared with warfarin and from 2 meta-analyses of randomized trials demonstrating that warfarin increases the risk of bleeding by 130% to 200% vs no anticoagulation therapy. 46, 47 Of note, several clinician partners engaged during the tool design process pointed to reports that nurse-driven protocols in dedicated anticoagulation clinics may result in lower-than-predicted bleeding rates with warfarin use.
48,49
Time Horizons Conveying stroke and bleed risks in the conversation aid required selecting a sensible and uniform (ie, the same for benefits and risks) time horizon. Available risk calculators estimate the 1-year stroke risk. Bleeding events in trials of warfarin and DOACs were collected over 2 to 3 years. 12 Although these estimates are informative, AF and its treatment are long-term matters. In addition, different patients may care about different time horizons based on their personal or clinical situations. After consultations with patients and expert clinicians, we opted to present both 1-year and 5-year risk estimates, with the latter being a long-enough horizon for decision making less affected by the contingencies that inevitably arise with longer time scales, such as competing risks for stroke, bleeding, and other comorbid events. To convert the 1-year risk to a 5-year risk of stroke and of bleeding, we used the following formula 50, 51 :
where r is the rate and t is the number of years. To our knowledge, the linear relationship of risk over time that this formula assumes, while reasonable, has not been verified.
PRACTICAL ISSUES: OUT-OF-POCKET COSTS
Similar judgments were necessary to facilitate discussions focused on the practical issues involved in using anticoagulation in daily life, but the most vexing involved consideration of out-of-pocket costs. Given the complexity of drug benefit plans in the United States and the current disconnection between pharmacy-benefit information systems and clinical record systems, we were not able to determine the out-of-pocket cost of each medication for each patient. Yet, it became clear in our observations that out-of-pocket costs are important Table 5 shows the most affordable prices we found on this service on February 3, 2018, for each medication. The cost of international normalized ratio monitoring also varies broadly across clinical settings, monitoring modalities, and health plans. We used data on the systematic review by Chambers et al 53 to estimate the average between the lowest and the highest price reported for international normalized ratio monitoring. We resolved the dilemma between offering no estimates and offering potentially inaccurate estimates in the direction of the latter because our previous work suggested that offering cost information is more likely to trigger cost conversations and planning for the "sticker shock," a key driver of primary nonadherence. 54 
FROM A COMPLEX AND UNCERTAIN EVIDENCE BASE TO A CONVERSATION AID
The work of presenting evidence-based information in conversation aids is, as we have demonstrated, a matter of judgment. To limitations in the validity of the evidence of comparative effectiveness and safety across available anticoagulation agents, we must add limitations in the validity of risk estimations, particularly those arising from the HAS-BLED calculator and from legacy clinical trial reports that precede dedicated nurse-led anticoagulation clinics, and the virtual impossibility to present reasonably accurate cost information that would show the relative differences in out-of-pocket costs between anticoagulating with warfarin or with DOACs. Judgments had to consider what to include and how to present it. For these design decisions we applied and combined methods we have used in the past decade to produce conversation aids that have proved effective in clinical trials 55 focused on risk communication (eg, Statin Choice 56 ) or option presentation (eg, Diabetes Choice 57 ). Anticoagulation Choice was organized after a conversational inquiry rubric. 58 First, the tool presents the (1-or 5-year as per user selection) risk of stroke (and of severe strokes) without anticoagulation. This invites a discussion of the current situation and a determination of whether the threat of thromboembolic stroke demands action. Then the tool presents anticoagulation as a possible response to this situation by showing how these stroke risk estimates change with anticoagulation. For these presentations, we use an ordered icon array with both positive and negative framing using numbers and words; this format enables both detailed and at-a-glance or gist comparisons. If patient and clinician determine that anticoagulation is what the situation demands, then they move on to the second phase of the tool to determine how to anticoagulate. Phase 2 of the tool starts with fostering choice awareness. This is done through an explicit statement that to choose between anticoagulation approaches, patients and clinicians need to think through how the alternatives fit in the patient's life. Anticoagulation Choice then presents key issues that distinguish the available options: risk of bleeding, reversibility, need to restrict diet, out-of-pocket costs, and monitoring requirements. The most salient issue or issues vary across patients, so patients and clinicians review the pertinent ones in order of patient priority until it becomes clear which anticoagulant makes the most sense. The tool then supports documentation of the decision into the medical record and produces a report for the patient. The final version of Anticoagulation Choice can be accessed on the Internet (http:// anticoagulationdecisionaid.mayoclinic.org).
ON JUDGMENTS
The process described cannot follow rules or recipes but is reliant on collaborating with experts in curating evidence, directly observing practice as is, and field testing subsequent versions or prototypes to learn more about what is necessary to make SDM happen for patients with AF considering anticoagulation. This process reflects our commitment to designing for context, development in partnership with end users, and going beyond presenting information to supporting productive conversations.
Design for Context
For the final tool to become normalized in practice, we must realize that issues of routine implementation are issues of design; thus, SDM tools need to fit the people, environments, and workflows in which they will be used. In the development of Anticoagulation Choice we observed and field tested prototypes in a variety of contexts in our institution that serve patients with AF, including primary care, emergency medicine, cardiology, anticoagulation clinics, and thrombophilia subspecialty clinics. In addition, recognizing that care varies across organizations, we also sought input during development from institutions that would be our eventual partners in the randomized trial evaluating the tool 59 dan urban safety net hospital and a metropolitan health care systemdto ensure that it served their needs, patients, and operating context. Context also informed our tolerance for the imprecisions and inaccuracies of the data available. Anticoagulation Choice must function in busy and interactive environments in which useful and judicious approximations may suffice. The inaccuracies of out-of-pocket costs may represent a greater limitation, but one that should resolve over time with improvements in interoperability between medication benefit and clinical systems.
Development in Partnership
From the beginning of the development process we engaged both patient and clinician champions. The need to develop a new conversation aid arises from the problems that patients and clinicians face in responding to illness or the threat of illnessdin this instance AF and its associated threat of stroke. The development process grows out of this need and is driven by the participation of clinical champions and concerned patients. Clinical champions open doors to the clinical encounters (rather than mock or simulated encounters) in which tool prototypes are field tested, refined, and tested again. Conversations with patients who used a prototype with their clinician provide momentum for confirming the accomplishments of the current prototype and for pushing it further into the next version. In the development of Anticoagulation Choice, generalist and specialist physicians and nurse practitioners pushed the project forward, recognizing its potential to contribute to their work. In so doing, they allowed us to learn from their patients. These patients, in turn, generously contributed to this work by reflecting on the experience of talking through anticoagulation with their clinicians with and without the evolving conversation aid.
Conversation Not Information
Care does not arise from information or from choice, 60 but information and deliberation contribute to formulating care that makes sense for and adequately responds to the patient's situation. The process by which a sensible path forward emerges is the conversation between patients and clinicians. Although they are expected to draw from the best available research evidence, information alone cannot create the meaningful conversations in which patients and clinicians do this work.
In AF, the risk of stroke looms large, making it important to communicate and understand that this risk exists and to appreciate its magnitude. We found, however, that addressing the problem of what to do about that risk is also important, if not more so. 60 Providing patients with more information or clearer information cannot by itself resolve this problem. Which information is useful for a particular patient, how it is useful, and how it should be used is determined by its ability to contribute to forming care that addresses the particular patient's situation. A purpose of SDM conversation is to enable patients and clinicians to uncover, adapt, and use any information that helps them work through what to do and discover a course of action that makes intellectual, practical, and emotional sense for the person and his or her situation. Some approaches to SDM ask patients to work alone through the information provided via patient decision aids 7 and to bring their conclusions and questions to their clinicians. We believe that the encounter of patient and clinician is an appropriate place for working through what to do. For this reason, we observed and learned from the work that takes place in patient-clinician conversations in which actual decisions about anticoagulation took place rather than relying exclusively on the expertise and opinions of patients, clinicians, and researchers in focus groups or simulated environments.
CONCLUSION
Anticoagulation Choice offers the opportunity to reflect on the process of incorporating evidence of different quality into the content of a conversation aid for use in practice to address the problems of patients living with AF. Along with the process of evidence synthesis and presentation, we relied on observations of clinical encounters, input from patients and expert clinicians, and iterative field testing of evolving prototypes to arrive at a tool that is ready to undergo (and is undergoing) formal evaluation in a clinical trial (Figure) . This method enables us to consider implementation issues as we design for context. It also requires generous partnerships in which clinicians and patients not only give us access to their encounters but also tolerate the limitations of lowfidelity versions of the tool we field test as they make real-life decisions about treatment. Our commitment to enable useful conversations and not just provide information about risk and options further supports the work that patients and clinicians do in practice. Ultimately, the goal of SDM is to identify a sensible treatment strategy for each patient. This goal is best achieved through careful patient-centered conversation. Conclusions about the extent to which Anticoagulation Choice can support this goal await the results of an ongoing randomized trial of Anticoagulation Choice versus usual care of at-risk patients with AF. 59 
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